Who is M2GEN?
M2GEN is an oncology-focused health informatics solutions company with the mission to help
patients gain access to the best treatments by leveraging clinical and molecular data to
accelerate the discovery, development and delivery of tailored and more personalized therapies.
M2GEN’s approach is to integrate clinical and molecular data from cancer patients who consent
to an observational study called Total Cancer Care (TCC) Protocol. Patients donate their clinical
data and specimens throughout their lifetime leading to new biomarker discovery, clinical trial
matching, and population studies examining comparative treatment effectiveness. Creating in
silico communities based on genotype and phenotype forms the basis for deep learning and
pattern recognition to predict events.

We’re searching for a Web Developer
This position is responsible for the design and development of web systems, including intranet and
extranets, client server and distributed software applications and systems, focusing primarily on the
U/I layer.
This position works with the organization’s business units and third party vendors to maximize web
based opportunities by analyzing and evaluating user needs, business processes and systems. The
Developer is responsible for the coordination and completion of multiple projects, ranging from
small, single-user applications to those containing broad scope definitions and high organizational
impact.
The developer is able to participate in developing recommendations for complex projects of
diverse scope and can perform a variety of complex tasks independently.
The developer will provide support in:
1. Service integrations: working with molecular vendors, systems, NAACCR vendors and
RedCap / Cloud
2. Operations: Clinical QC apps / systems / services; molecular qc apps / systems / services;
file ingestion / processing services
3. Website support
The education required for this role is:
BACHELOR’S DEGREE in Computer Science or similar
To be successful in this role, we require:


A minimum of 5 years overall experience in
o HTML/HTML5
o JavaScript (ReactJS)
o CSS (LESS and or SASS)/
o Foundation and or Bootstrap
o Web Design, UI/UX concepts, responsive design, mobile development
o ASP.NET, C#, PHP

o
o
o
o
o

Interfacing with back-end applications using RESTful services and JSON
SharePoint
Git and GitFlow
Agile / Scrum and Waterfall development
Code reviews, test case reviews

We prefer a candidate who also has:




Excellent written and oral communication skills
Excellent organization and time management skills
Strong analytical and problem solving skills – willing to work at a detailed level

Contact:
Liza Bryant, PHR
Director, Human Resources
M2Gen.com
Email: Liza.Bryant@M2Gen.com
Full job description available upon written request to Liza.Bryant@m2gen.com
M2GEN, in accordance with Equal Employment Opportunity Policy GP-08, does not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age national origin, marital status, citizenship, physical or
mental disability, veteran status, or any other protected trait. Additionally, M2GEN will consider reasonable
accommodations whenever necessary to provide equal employment opportunities to otherwise qualified
individuals with a disability. The above job posting is intended to describe the general nature and level of
work being performed by the person(s) assigned to this job. The above is not intended to be an all-exhaustive
list of responsibilities and duties required and may include other duties as assigned. M2GEN reserves the right
to modify, add, delete, or substitute certain responsibilities and duties at its sole discretion.

